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Recent SLA theory development, supported by related developments in cognitive 
psychology, has made the study of SL speech production, hitherto neglected, a 
promising area of work Recent developments in L1 production studies have 
provided a gradually strengthening foundation for investigations of L2 production 
with both use and acquisitional concerns. This paper briefly sketches the current 
first language position as a necessary preliminary to a critical discussion of recent SL 
production research with particular regard to methodology. 
1. Introduction 
Research into speech production lacks visibility within the overall 
psycholinguistics literature (Levelt, 1989).1 As part of the language 
processing field, which covers both production and comprehension research, it 
is inherently interdisciplinary, [so] research reports tend to be 
scattered among the various journals serving psychology, linguistics, 
computer science, and behavioral neurology. (Swinney & Fodor, 1989, 
p.1) 
Despite some recent developments (d. Jarvella & Deutsch, 1987), 
comprehension and production are usually considered separately, but studies 
of language comprehension and linguistic competence greatly outnumber 
studies of production. For example, in a representative recent collection of 
1 I am grateful to Gabi Kasper, Eric Kellerman, and Rudiger Grotjahn for comments on an 
earlier version of this paper, and to Mary-Jane Henning for connectionist references. This 
paper does not consider the written modality. In what follows, terms such as second language 
production, etc., should be taken to refer to oral language alone. 
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language processing papers (Swinney & Fodor~ 1989)1 only one-tenth of the 
studies were of production. Similarly~ second language (SL/L2) production 
studies are less common than studies of comprehension, within a smaller 
overall body of work. In addition1 this research sub-field has not found a safe 
haven in any single applied linguistics journal. (Such insitutionalization 
facilitates cumulative work1 and often characterizes the establishment of a 
productive sub-field in an academic area.) SL production studies seem more 
likely to occur as collections of conference presentations, which can be slow to 
appear in book form. Increasingly varied methods of investigation are being 
employed1 yet usually the only types of document which afford the space 
necessary for adequately detailed presentation~ defence, or discussion of 
arguments concerning research methodology are the dissertation and the 
technical report. 
Neglect of second language production is likely to continue unless there is 
steady pressure to assert its importance and to make the somewhat scattered 
findings generally accessible. The future looks promising, however, as 
theoretical discussions which provide a role for performance in SL learning are 
increasingly available (e.g., Ellis, 1985, 1988; Mohle & Raupach, 1987; 
Sharwood Smith, 19811 1983, 1986). At its simplest, the reason for studying SL 
performance is that knowing a language is not sufficient to be able to use a 
language~ and in studying the development of the ability to speak a SL, we 
wish to know what the changes are in the cognitive systems used for 
production~ as well as in the underlying competence that they draw on. In 
order to facilitate SL production research, attention needs to be given to the 
methodology employed in such investigations. That is the rationale for the 
present paper. To establish the background to a consideration of methods of 
investigation, first I briefly present a standard L1 production model as a basis 
for the L2 model, which builds directly on L1 work or largely takes it for 
granted. I then consider the role of L2 production in SL learning. In the final 
section of the paper I focus on the methods used to investigate L2 production. 
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2. The basic Ll production model 
2.1 Microstructure 
The language production system is commonly conceptualized as a sub-
component of an information-processing model of human cognition (e.g., 
Butterworth, 1980; Carroll, 1986; Foss & Hakes, 1978; Levelt, 1989; cf. 
O'Connell & Wiese, 1987), structured with a hierarchy of levels associated with 
utterance representations of increasing closeness to actual speech. Speech 
errors (Fromkin, 1971; Garrett, 1975) are th~ primary data for the construction 
of such models, having succeeded in this respect descriptions of pausal 
phenomena (Goldman-Eisler, 1958; Grosjean, 1980). Errors of production lead 
to statements about the various modules or levels of processing which must 
exist given the classes of errors observed and other classes which fail to appear 
(cf. Cutler, 1982). The classic work of Fromkin (1971), for example, referred to 
six stages in the generation and output of English utterances; (1) specification 
of meaning to be expressed; (2) selection of a syntactic structure; (3) generation 
of an intonation contour; (4) retrieval of lexical items and their insertion into 
"slots" set up in Stage 2; (5) addition of affiXes to items established in Stage 4, 
and insertion of function words at appropriate positions; (6) phonological 
realization. 
Models differ in the number of levels they posit and their degree of 
interactiveness. Butterworth (1980), for example, expands Stage 1 above to 
contain a semantic system, a prosodic system, and a pragmatic system (cf. 
Bock, 1989). Models also vary in the extent to which additional control 
modules, such as editors and monitors, are incorporated (see next subsection). 
Important recent work includes initial attempts to specify the processes 
intervening between the levels of structural representation (Kempen & 
Hoenkamp, 1987; Lapointe & Dell, 1989), as well as the the development of 
models (e.g., Dell, 1985,1986, 1989) which utilize associationist or connectionist 
theory (McClelland, Rumelhart, & the PDP Research Group, 1986). 
2.2 Macrostructure 
Control over the speech production system can take at least two forms: 
manipulation of its products either while the utterance is being formulated, or 
in the process of articulation. The former may be said to be a kind of planning; 
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the latter is often referred to as monitoring2-both have been classified as 
executive control processes (Calfee, 1981; cf. Kluwe, 1987). 
2.2.1 Planning 
In speech production a plan is the ~~representation interven[ing] between 
the speaker's intention and manifest phonation" (Butterworth, 1980, p. 156), 
and planning is the operation required to construct such a representation. 
Much research in this area has been concerned with determining what output 
units-word, clause, phrase, etc.-correspond to the initial conceptual 
elements of speech. Early arguments were based on pausal data, on the 
assumption that the system would translate a 'conceptual unit' into speech and 
would then pause as another 'conceptual unit' was formulated (e.g., Boomer, 
1965; Goldman-Eisler, 1958; Rochester & Gill, 1973). However, more recent 
models do not require a complete representation of an utterance for speech to 
begin, and depict the detailed construction of the utterance as more or less 
simultaneous with its phonological realization (e.g., Ford, 1982; Wiese, 1984). 
Planning can be subdivided: 11micro-Planning" 
is concerned with purely local functions, like marking clause 
boundaries and selecting words ... and, as it turns out, speakers only 
start to search for a word when it is needed for the next phrase. 
(Butterworth, 1980, p. 159) 
~~Macro-Planning" operates at a higher level, and 
concerns the long range semantic and syntactic organization of a 
sizeable chunk of speech and therefore cannot be carried out locally. 
(Butterworth, 1980, p. 159) 
Reference has also been made to 'pre-planning', which takes place before 
2 I do not, of course, mean here that misconception of monitoring indicated in the writings of 
Krashen (e.g., 1981, 1982, 1985). A more useful sense of the term, congruent with how it is 
conceived in other areas of the behavioral sciences, is outlined for SL studies by Morrison & 
Low (1983, cf. Wiese, 1984). For discussion of how the term monitoring has been misused in 
some writings on SL development, see e.g., Crookes (1988), Gregg (1984), and Mclaughlin 
(1987). 
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speech, and 'co-planning', which occurs at the same time as speech 
(Macwhinney & Osser, 1977; cf. Rehbein, 1987). Plans may be primarily 
oriented either to the meaning to be expressed in succeeding discourse or to 
the structure of the utterance to be produced. The former may extend at least 
as far as 12 clauses in advance of the moment of speaking, the latter occurs 
more on a clause by clause basis (Butterworth, 1980; Beattie, 1980; Holmes, 
1984; d. Gould, 1978). 
2.2.2 Monitoring 
In L1 research, there are at least two conceptions of monitoring in 
circulation (Levelt, 1983, 1989). If the speaker has direct access to the 
components of the production process, s/he may respond to internal "alarm 
signals"-this is 11the production theory of monitoring" (Levelt, 1983, p. 46; and 
see e.g., Garnsey & Dell, 1984). Alternatively, it may be that the speaker only 
has access to the final result of the production process, but is able to 
detect any structural deviances which he might as well have detected 
in somebody else's speech, and he can moreover compare the derived 
message with his original intention. (Levelt, 1983, p. 46) 
This is the "perceptual theory of monitoring'' (see also Bock, 1982). Levelt 
conceives the monitor (following Laver, 1973, 1980) to be a component of the 
speech processing system which 
compares parsed aspects of inner and outer speech with (i) the 
intentions, and the message sent to the formulator, and (ii) criteria or 
standards of production ... [It] has to do with the detection of speech 
errors, syntactic flaws, etc., but also standards of rate, loudness, and 
other prosodic aspects of speech (1983, p. 50). 
It also has the function of making the speaker aware of production problems. 
Recently, however, terms have proliferated: Berg (1986a, see also 1986b; 
Sternberger, 1985) notes Shattuck-Hufnagel's (1979) 'monitors', which both 
disallow elements and replace them by others in speech production-the 
function of 'editors' in other models (cf. Baars, Motley, & MacKay, 1975; 
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Motley, Baars, & Camden, 1983). Berg suggests that for clarity's sake, a 
distinction should be made between the processes of (1) observing "utterance 
planning", (2) vetoing material prepared for speech, and (3) replacing vetoed 
items by more preferable material. These processes he would define as 
monitoring, filtering, and editing, respectively. 
3. The L2 model 
The second language speech production model is assumed (usually implicitly) 
to be basically the same as that for L1 production (cf. Bialystok & Sharwood 
Smith, 1985; Wiese, 1984), though SL investigations with a production model 
orientation are rare (Wiese, 1984; but see de Bot, 1990; Fa=!rch & Kasper, 1983; 
Jordens, 1986). Supporting evidence for the assumption of equivalence is to be 
found at the general descriptive level of temporal variables, speech errors and 
pausal phenomena, notably in the work of the Kassel Research Group (Dechert 
& Raupach, 1980; Dechert, Mohle & Raupach, 1984; Dechert & Raupach, 1987;) 
which represents an important segment of the psycholinguistic literature 
dealing with L2 use. Fa=!rch & Kasper (1987, p. 9) note that the Kassel group's 
use of this type of data 
has not as yet had the impact it deserves on the way performance 
analysis is carried out in the international community of SL 
researchers. 
The work of the Kassel group seems little utilized in L2 research; however, it 
establishes an adequate precedent for taking the structure of the SL production 
system as basically the same as that of the L1 production system, while 
recognizing that there are both quantitative and qualitative differences-the 
competence it utilizes is less extensive, and also different, consisting of both 
L1, IL, and L2 "rules". 
Macro aspects of the SL production model are also basically the same. 
However, as a learner's SL production system is a very incomplete apparatus, 
planning and monitoring are even more important. The production of second 
language speech may be difficult, unfamiliar, accessible to consciousness rather 
than automatic, and involving risk (at least to "face"), so planning and 
monitoring may be more extensively utilized to cope with the greater demands 
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and lesser resources of the L2 learner.3 They will also be conceptually even 
more important, since they have a role in the development of the system (see 
Section 4). Planning is understood to be a part of any L2 model of speech 
production. For example, in a prominent study utilizing SL production, 
Hulstijn & Hulstijn (1984) incorporate a standard L1 production model (Clark 
& Clark, 1977) in their discussion, in which planning has a major role, possibly 
along with monitoring, in the conversion of thought to speech. Monitoring, as 
a standard part of the human cognitive system, is equally likely to be involved 
in SL speech production as it is in the carrying out of any complex skill. The 
standard psycholinguistic position is that there is no reason to assume that 
monitoring works any differently in qualitative terms for SL speakers than for 
L1 speakers (Hulstijn, 1989; and cf. Raupach, 1980). 
4. L2 production and L2 learning 
Moving from a synchronic to a diachronic, learning-oriented analysis of 
language production systems, it may be noted first that in L2 studies there has 
been considerable interest in the SL learner's linguistic environment, or input, 
but much less concern with how that is learnt (i.e., intake), and the role of 
output (i.e., production or use) in the development of SL proficiency has 
largely been ignored or denied (e.g., Krashen, 1989}. 4 Recently, however, 
interest in this topic has strengthened in SL studies, and been supported by the 
development in psychology of a general learning theory for cognitive skills, 
including language (Anderson, 1981; cf. Annett, 1989), which emphasizes the 
role of use (or output, in SL terms). 
4.1 Output in SL learning 
One of the first conceptualizations of SL learning to contain an explicit 
3 The comparison here is between the adult L2 learner operating under normal conditions 
and the fully-competent (i.e., adult) L1 user operating under normal conditions. However, a 
child using his/her first language may have just as much need to exert metacognitive control 
skills such as planning and monitoring as the second language learner does in his/her 
normally difficult circumstances. Similarly, the adult L1 user may encounter demanding 
communication conditions, when it will be more than usually important to plan and monitor 
utterances. 
4 However, it is true that in interlanguage studies, output, in the sense of the collected 
utterances of learners, has been the predominant data source for investigating SL competence. 
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discussion of the role of output was Bialystok's early (1978) model of L2 
learning which allowed for the development of "explicit'' knowledge partly 
through a feedback loop from production to knowledge5. More recently, 
Swain's "output hypothesis" (1985, Swain & Lapkin, 1989), an attribution of 
weaknesses in Canadian immersion students' ESL to a lack of chances to use 
the language, has attracted attention to the topic (cf. Krashen, 1989). The 
development of SL communication strategy research (Frerch, 1984; Frerch & 
Kasper, 1983; Poulisse, 1990) has constituted a third area of investigation of 
output, with less of a concern for its effects on learning, however. Concurrent 
work in variability has drawn attention to the role of learners' utilization of 
output in different forms of discourse (planned/unplanned; formal/informal) 
in SL development (Ellis, 1982; Tarone, 1982). 
All of these conceptions in varying ways recognize a role for output in SL 
learning, though earlier work in these areas was limited by its willingness to 
consider SL learning as independent of all other learning processes. Although 
part of cognitive science, second language acquisition studies have been 
relatively insensitive to the recent development of cognitive psychological 
learning theories (McLaughlin, Rossman & McLeod, 1983), including those 
which pertain to the development of proficiency in cognitive skills such as 
language. 
4.2 Cognitive skills and how they are learned 
Though definitions of a cognitive skill are problematic6, Herriot's (1970) 
5 Sec also later versions, e.g., Bialystok (1982), Bialystok & Ryan (1985), which use the term 
"analyzed" instead of "explicit", and add a second dimension, "control", to the characterization 
of learners' knowledge. Mohle and Raupach (1987) provide a very useful comparison of these 
dichotomies, as well as that of knowledge/control (Bialystok & Sharwood Smith, 1985), and 
how they related to Anderson's declarative/procedural distinction. 
6 A detailed analysis of what can be classified as a skill is provided by Downing & Leong 
(1982), and summarized in Downing (1984), who gives a twenty-heading list of skill 
characteristics. Anderson seems to avoid a definition, as do O'Malley, Chamot & Walker 
(1987). See also McLaughlin (1987), and McLaughlin, Rossman & McLeod (1983) for further 
discussion. Initial attempts to introduce this topic into SL-related discussion can be marked in 
the publication of Levett's (1978) article in the first issue of SSLA (apparently widely ignored, 
along with McDonough's 1981 discussion of the applicability of the concept to SL learning). Of 
the three areas mentioned, recent research into communication strategies has shown the 
greatest inclination to utilize knowledge outside the limited domain of applied linguistics; 
though this area has less to say about SL learning than the other two. 
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list of characteristics (cited in Levelt, 1975) is indicative-a cognitive skill is a 
category of behavior which has hierarchical organization, becomes automatic 
with use, and requires feedback and anticipation for its operation. In the past, 
it has been referred to as an intellectual skill (Welford, 1976), separate from 
perceptual skills which solely 
code and interpret incoming sensory information... Motor skills 
execute skilled movement efficiently but are reliant on appropriate 
links between sensory input and action routines. [An intellectual or 
cognitive skill] link[s] perception and action and [is] concerned with 
translating perceptual input into a skilled response by using 
appropriate decisions. (Colley & Beech, 1989, pp. 1-2) 
Descriptions of the native speaker's language production system suggest that 
producing or comprehending speech is a complex task involving many 
substages (Levelt, 1978) whose hierarchical structure necessitates the existence 
of plans or programs for the execution of an utterance. It thus may be 
described as a cognitive skill. 
Distinctions between knowing 'what' and knowing 'how' have been 
recognized for some time (cf. Ryle, 1949)-one main difference being in the 
accessibility of this knowledge to consciousness. Motor skill learning theorists 
(e.g., Fitts, 1964) had treated this explicitly, recognizing that many skills pass 
through an early stage in which knowledge relating to what is to be performed 
is available to the learner in an explicit, "declarative" mode, and only later 
becomes fully internalized, as "procedural" knowledge. However, after the 
heavy emphasis on learning in psychology throughout the behaviorist period, 
cognitive psychology focused on the description of existing cognitive 
structures and skills (Andre & Phye, 1986), and it is only in the last decade that 
psychologists have begun to develop a cognitive theory of learning, and 
specifically one which applies to cognitive skills. 
The general cognitive model (ACT*) developed by Anderson and 
associates (e.g., Anderson, 1976, 1981, 1983) describes and makes predictions 
concerning the learning of cognitive skills, regardless of domain? A strength 
7 O'Malley, Chamot & Walker (1987) have been prominent in fostering discussion of AC~ in 
SL contexts, and cf. also Faerch and Kasper (1985, 1986, 1989), and Raupach (1987). Concurrent 
conceptual developments in applied linguistics, notably the work of Bialystok (1978, 1982) and 
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of ACT* is its use of production systems (Newell & Simon, 1972) to describe 
rule-governed cognitive behavior-a simple formalism which provides the 
means and a requirement whereby all steps in the description of a complex 
cognitive process must be made explicit. The formalism aids the computer 
simulation of cognitive skill operation, which should facilitate checking the 
accuracy of the model (cf. Haugeland, 1981). Use of ACT* may provide one 
means for probing SL fluency development, something largely avoided thus 
far {cf. Clahsen, 1987; Rehbein, 1987; Sajavaara, 1987). ACT* describes the 
collapsing or "compiling'' of production systems by way of rules relating to the 
number of times a subsystem has been successfully utilized, so as to simulate 
the development of automaticity through repeated running-off of production 
systems. The acquisition of skill in the performance of speech, as with any 
other skill, "consists essentially of automation of low level plans or units of 
activity'' (Levelt, 1978, p. 57), which is closely linked to compilation (cf. 
McLeod & McLaughlin, 1986). The utility of this particular aspect of ACT* is 
noted by Mohle & Raupach (1987), though it is not to be used uncritically, as 
the model as a whole "is based on a somewhat naive understanding of 
processes underlying first and second language aquisition" (p. 1167; and cf. 
Raupach, 1987). Empirical support for Anderson's model is clearest with 
respect to the effects of practice on various cognitive skills: simulations 
involving the repeated running-off of production systems with specified 
compilation rules produce success curves closely approximating the log-linear 
function widely found to characterize human skill learning (Neves & 
Anderson, 1981; Newell & Rosenbloom, 1981). 8 
Sharwood Smith (1981), have probably fostered the acceptability of ACT"" in SL studies, though 
these researchers state that they do not find the theory entirely congruent with their work 
(Bialystok & Sharwood Smith, 1985, footnote 2), and generally do not discuss it at all or 
attempt to integrate it with their work. 
Fluency is the target for most SL learning, and as such SL researchers and theorists must 
understand it. On the face of it, fluency would appear to be primarily perfonnance in nature, 
and equivalent to automaticity. The connection is strong enough, I believe, to make such 
formulations as ACT"" useful, but knowledge representations (i.e., analyzed or not) and matters 
of control (Bialystok & Sharwood Smith, 1985; Sharwood Smith & Kellerman, 1989) must also 
be considered in investigating this topic, which cannot for reasons of space be considered 
further here. 
8 A preliminary attempt has been made to apply this kind of model to learning a first 
language by MacWhinney & Anderson (1986), though limitations of the linguistic analysis 
used prevented Anderson's model from being given a good test in this instance. 
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4.3 Executive control processes in SL output selection and improvement 
Executive control processes, notably monitoring and planning, have 
closely connected roles in the carrying out of complex behavior (DeLisi, 1987; 
Scholnick & Friedman, 1987). Prima facie, the more complex unfamiliar 
behavior is, the more important monitoring is for it to be carried out 
successfully, and the more likely that some form of planning will be needed in 
the initial phases or occasions of use. McLaughlin, Rossman & McLeod (1983) 
refer to "controlled processes" being used in the initial stages of SL learning, at 
which time, attention and "cognitive effort" (p. 145) must be expended in 
carrying out language production. That is to say, at this stage the learner may 
both pre-plan an utterance and monitor its execution. (See also Fa:!rch & 
Kasper, 1983.) 
Monitoring and planning may also be prominent in the learning of a 
cognitive skill. Monitoring {Morrison & Low, 1983) provides a source or 
prerequisite for entry of explicit knowledge into the system. It also is involved 
in overseeing success or non-success of utterances (MacWhinney & Anderson, 
1986). Learner decisions, in the form of planning, partially determine which 
sections of an IL will be practiced. Since what is not used will not get 
automatized, decisions here are important. Pre-planning of an utterance 
provides a way for less well-automatized sections of the system to be used, and 
thus for the IL to be extended (subject, presumably, to a variety of processing 
constraints in the area of syntax-Pienemann, 1987). In its widest sense, 
planning is necessary for the long-term success of goal-directed behavior, and 
monitoring is essential to see that plans are effectively carried out. 
4.3.1 A role for monitoring in improving SL output 
Although the concept of monitoring has been brought into confusion by 
Krashen's having initially emphasized it and subsequently repudiated it, as a 
general cognitive process it cannot be ignored. That SL learners utilize it in 
producing output is clear, both in the early work which stimulated initial 
attention to the concept in SLA (Larsen-Freeman, 1975) and in more recent 
studies such as Hulstijn & Hulstijn (1984). In this investigation, for example, 
adult SL learners of Dutch retold narratives of about four sentences in length, 
which were presented to them in written form. It was first established that 
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subjects could effectively respond to directions and feedback to place the focus 
of their attention on the informational accuracy of their retellings. Then, when 
"requested to focus on the grammatical correctness of ... responses" (Hulstijn & 
Hulstijn, 1984, p. 31), subjects were able to significantly increase the percentage 
of correct realizations of two Dutch word-order rules. 
Several types of monitoring are recognized by SL investigators (though 
the more sophisticated distinctions of L1 researchers have not been utilized as 
yet-cf. Berg, 1986a). Morrison & Low (1983) suggest that when speakers are 
monitoring their own speech, they may be doing pre-articulatory and/or post-
articulatory monitoring. The former may simply result in hesitant speech, 
whereas the latter may lead to "overt editing" (Hockett, 1967, p. 936) in the 
form of, for example, false starts and self-corrections. (See also Levelt, 1983). 
Morrison & Low (1983, p. 241) also argue that monitoring one's own speech 
involves very similar mechanisms to monitoring that of others: 
[i]n both situations, an abstract image held in the working memory 
store is analysed on the basis of stored information 
and additionally hypothesize that 
the act of detecting and subsequently repairing certain mistakes may 
have longitudinal repercussions [i.e., learning] (1983, p. 244) 
Schmidt & Frota (1986) considered the latter hypothesis, but found no evidence 
in their data, collected on an adult learner of Portuguese as a SL (Schmidt), that 
features which were self-corrected (over a six-month period) were those which 
improved. (However, this applies to post-articulatory monitoring only.) If the 
learner monitors his/her own SL speech, an utterance produced successfully 
on one occasion may be noted and reused thereafter with increasing 
automaticity (e.g., Schmidt & Frota, 1986, p. 310; and Bahns, Burmeister & 
Vogel, 1986, in the case of children's learning of ESL). 
4.3.2 The role of planning in improving SL output 
The importance of practice effects in a skill-learning model of SL 
development also allows a role for planning. "Formal practice" (Bialystok, 
1978) has been found to transform "explicit knowledge" of a SL into "implicit 
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knowledge". In that study, Bialystok equated formal practice with explicit 
teaching and accepted that what was practiced was teacher-determined. It is 
possible, however, for the individual learner to make a conscious decision to 
use a particular word, phrase, or set of utterances (cf. Bartelt, in press; Schmidt 
& Frota 1986, p. 269, p. 319). Discussing Bialystok's position, Sharwood-Smith 
argues(1981,p. 166)that 
some aspects of second language performance can in principle be 
planned from the start entirely on the basis of explicit knowledge ... Let 
us also suppose that this type of activity is repeated again and again. 
In such situations, it is surely reasonable to suppose that a certain 
number of structures planned and performed slowly and consciously 
can eventually develop into automatized behaviour. 
In these cases, he states, "utterances initiated by explicit knowledge can 
provide feedback into implicit knowledge", and we may assume that it will be 
learner decisions (and additional factors such as task demands) which 
determine what gets practised and automatized. Several recent studies 
provide preliminary indications that ensuring that SL learners produce 
planned speech results in their producing discourse which is more complex 
(Crookes, 1989), more accurate (Ellis, 1987), and more explicitly structured 
("with discourse moves ... marked more overtly and elaborately": Williams, 
1990). 
4.4 Learning/communication strategies and SL production 
The prominent area of interlanguage research dealing with learner 
strategies and communication strategies, though obviously initially the study 
of what learners do in certain problematic circumstances (e.g., Kellerman, in 
press; Kellerman, Ammerlaan, Bongaerts, & Poulisse, 1990) is directly 
concerned with production, and thus potentially with its effects on learning. 
Bialystok & Sharwood Smith (1985, p. 114) question the distinction made 
between learner strategies and communication strategies: 
the effect of employing a particular strategy in a given context may be 
either one of learning more about the language, or one of solving an 
immediate communication problem, or both. 
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They recognize in passing that the way a learner engages in SL production, for 
example, when utilizing a strategy such as "rehearsal", can have the effect of 
facilitating learning. Linking the area of learner I communication strategy 
research to that of SL production, they remark: 
Even if it is is necessary to describe separately the processes 
responsible for language use under conditions of difficulty ... 
differently from the processes responsible when no such problems are 
perceived ... the processes of language production are probably not 
different ... Our description of strategies, then, must be compatible with 
some overview of how the system operates in ordinary language 
production. (1985, pp. 114-5) 
They also draw attention to the importance to the SL speaker of "executive 
procedures for integrating and coordinating aspects of knowledge in the 
production of linguistic responses" (p. 114). For them, strategies can relate to 
"the expansion and analysis of linguistic information" and to speech 
production under the normal conditions of time and situational constraints. It 
should be emphasized (following Bialystok & Sharwood Smith, 1985) that since 
there is reason to expect research in this area to be congruent with SL 
production models, it should be useful for the study of general SL 
performance. But as Ellis & Roberts (1987, p. 27) observe, 
the research has begun to document what strategies learners use in 
communication but these have not been systematically related to 
language development or variable language use. In other words, the 
relationship between use and development is still poorly understood. 
(See Poulisse, Bongaerts & Kellerman, 1990, for most recent work developing 
our understanding of this relationship.) 
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5. Research techniques used to study L2 production 
5.1 Data collection procedures 
Data collection procedures may range from those placing little restriction 
on the individuals producing the speech to be described, using relatively 
unconstrained, free speech samples, to those limiting production to imitation of 
given models (elicited imitation, El), or completion of partial phrases 
(utterance completion, UC). In EI, speakers are asked to repeat utterances that 
they hear, and their successes, failures, and errors constitute the data for the 
investigation (see Chaudron & Russell, submitted). Specification of the models 
for imitation enables the investigator, having collected the data, to identify 
exactly what cannot be repeated. Several studies have used what Lennon 
(1984) terms "Oral Reproduction"-the presentation of an oral discourse to 
subjects in their first or second language, with the requirement that they 
reproduce it in the second language. In utterance completion (UC) tasks, as the 
name suggests, subjects respond to the beginning of an utterance (presented 
orally or in writing) by completing it orally. They may or may not be also 
exposed to a stimulus word, or frame, providing an indication of what is to be 
used in the completion. Data gathered from this procedure usually are 
"errors" or interlanguage forms (Hulstijn & Hulstijn, 1984), and avoidances are 
possible; data could also be latencies-time from presentation of utterance 
fragment to initiation of production. 
A related technique which has occasionally been used is elicited 
translation (e.g., Holscher & Mohle, 1987; Swain, Dumas & Naiman, 1974). 
Subjects are presented with a language sample (written or spoken) and asked 
to translate it (either writing down the result, or producing an oral redaction). 
There is no call for the generation of new semantic content, and in this respect 
the production is controlled. The data produced in the task which are most 
relevant to understanding production are primarily those obtained from the 
think-aloud protocols that the subjects utter as they are working on the 
translation task. They relate more to the process than to the product of the SL 
production system. 
Studies of the processes attendant on speech production can try to tap 
directly into the cognitive system through introspective or retrospective 
reports. The application of this methodology to SL studies in general has been 
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extensively discussed elsewhere (notably Ericsson & Simon, 1987; Fa:!rch & 
Kasper, 1987). In one of the as yet few such investigations whose primary 
focus is the productive system, Bartelt (in press) compared NNSs' retrospective 
accounts of their production processes with Levelt's (1989) model of speech 
production. Retrospection has also been applied to the investigation of 
compensatory strategies in SL oral production (specifically, for the purpose of 
localizing such strategies-Poulisse, Bongaerts & Kellerman (1987). 
5.2 Research design 
The simplest question that can be asked of SL speech production is "What 
does it look like?", and in answering this question, investigations can range 
from simply looking at elements of speech production which fall into a single 
category or set of categories of interest, to attempting a complete analysis of an 
extended speech sample with as full a description of its contextually situated 
nature as possible. Descriptive units which have been particularly utilized in 
the construction of SL production models have related to primarily utterance-
level matters such as rate of speech, pause lengths and false starts, on which 
arguments about structural characteristics of the production system, such as 
planning, have been constructed (e.g., Fathman, 1980; Seliger, 1980.) 
At a slightly broader level, description intended to develop ideas about SL 
production has used discourse analysis, usually focusing on complete stretches 
of speech, often between dyads of non-native speakers, followed by qualitative 
analysis intended to discover underlying processes, such as transfer (e.g., 
Fa:!rch & Kasper, 1989) for example. Many studies of communication strategies 
have these characteristics (for review, see Poulisse, Bongaerts, & Kellerman, 
1984), as have a number of investigations of SL narrative (e.g., Dechert, 1980, 
1983, 1984; Dechert & Raupach, 1987; Lennon, 1984). 
I would like to be able to move on from descriptive investigations9 to 
state, taxonomically at least, the characteristics of experimental SL production 
work, but there is so little of it I feel this would be premature. I therefore turn 
to a general critical discussion of research techniques used in this area 
5.3 Methodological problems of SL production research 
There are so many problems in doing SL production research (and SL 
research in general) that no study is immune from criticism. Indeed, any social 
9 For a helpful general discussion of descriptive research, see Brink & Wood (1989). 
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science methodology has inherent weaknesses, and it is necessary to conduct 
studies of the same topic using different techniques (Brinberg & McGrath, 
1985; Chaudron, Crookes, & Long, 1988) to be in a position to state findings 
strongly. This having been said, there are also weaknesses in existing SL 
production work which can be pointed out to strengthen future SL 
investigations. 
The studies listed in footnote 10 constitute much of the bulk of descriptive 
SL production studies.10 They utilize relatively controlled data, particularly 
pause lengths, false starts, repeats, intonationally defined "runs of speech", but 
are not explicitly hypothesis-testing in nature. An initial problem is that many 
of these investigations report the data from a small number of subjects (1, 
Raupach, 1984; 3, Mohle, 1984; 8, Dechert, 1980, etc., which is to some extent 
justified by their exploratory nature) though others use a larger sample (12, 
Lennon, 1984; 18, Brenzel, 1984). All SL researchers will be sympathetic to the 
problem of sample size, though this does not mean we can absolve ourselves of 
lack of representativeness it may imply (or the need to deal with the problems 
of the law of small numbers and the absence of power in statistical tests it 
creates: cf. Cohen, 1977; Kraemer & Thiemann, 1987). But more important in a 
SL context is the variability of subjects. Hulstijn (1989), in a most useful 
exposition of experimental methods used in Hulstijn (1982), discusses the 
importance of and procedures for selecting subjects whose performance is at a 
level appropriate to the matter to be investigated (syntactic level, task 
performance, etc.), which both earlier descriptive and more recent 
experimental studies (e.g., Crookes, 1989) in this area have not made use of. 
Also in the context of samples used, it is notable that many studies have drawn 
on the Kassel corpus-SL productions collected between 1979 and 1982 "from a 
variety of American, English, French, and German students" (Dechert, Mohle, 
& Raupach, 1984, p. 7). It can be very facilitating of research to have a corpus 
of data or protocols already collected-but it also may prevent a research 
program moving from description to the investigation of specific hypotheses. 
10 Including at least Appel (1984). Appel & Goldberg (1984), Brcnzel (1984), Dechert (1980, 
1983, 1984, 1987), Fathman (1980), Grosjean (1980), Lennon (1984), Mohle (1984), Mohle & 
Raupach (1989), O'Connell (1980), Raupach (1980, 1984), Rehbein (1987) Sajavaara & Lehtonen 
(1980), Seliger (1980). I exclude from this grouping communication strategy studies, which 
although dealing with L2 use have in the past been oriented less to the development of a model 
of L2 production or learning. 
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It is not usually the case that an existing corpus can be varied enough to 
provide the data for new investigations, and it may lead researchers to tailor 
the investigation to fit the data, rather than the (preferable) other way round. 
Because of the demands of experimental work, it is often desirable to 
begin work on a broad area with an exploratory investigation (cf. Brink, 1989; 
Lackey & Wingate, 1989), and perhaps there is a tendency to be less concerned 
with methodology, and particularly sample size, in such studies. In SL 
research, we now have a plenitude of such studies (see footnote 10). 
Sometimes this approach is given a label (e.g., "ideographic"-Dechert, 1984; 
"interpretative"-Rehbein, 1987), but this point is not always faced squarely, 
and these two terms are neither defined nor discussed in the two references 
mentioned. The investigation may be referred to as a case study-Mohle 
(1984) for example, is direct about this point, and about the limitations of the 
study in question, recognizing that the significance of any one of the temporal 
variables investigated in the study is 
dependent on the distribution and salience of the others as well as the 
linguistic properties of the text ... syntactic complexity or degree of 
idiomaticity. (p. 28) 
However, since data from a case study can be extracted from the full array of 
protocols in both defensible and indefensible ways, this is not sufficient 
(Atkinson & Delamont, 1985; Merriam, 1988). One of the few explicit 
discussions of the procedures to be used in marshalling an argument from 
small-scale analyses of discourse is Jackson (1986), who provides a critical 
exposition of the method of analytic induction (Denzin, 1970). The whole 
question of the procedures to be used in the analysis of discourse raises 
complex philosophical questions (pertaining to the challenge presented to 
"standard" scientific methodology by hermeneutic approaches, cf. Smith, 
1989). But investigators need to explain at the least, whether their analysis 
uses, either explicitly or implicitly, an analytic system with defined categories 
which more than one individual can use. They need to consider documenting 
the reliability of their analysis-a preliminary approach to which is reporting 
interobserver agreement as to the assignment of elements of discourse to 
categories (as in Lennon's 1984 use of Chafe's 1980 11Spurts"-cf. Crookes, 
1990). If these standard discourse analysis procedures are not used, are we 
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faced with a common one-person investigation of a phenomenon, using 
middle-of-the-road analysis of a traditional descriptive (applied) linguistics 
type (e.g., Towell, 1987); or is the investigator utilizing some techniques of 
conversational analysis, without, say, committing completely to the 
philosophical positions these imply (Hopper, Koch, & Mandelbaum, 1986; 
Sigman, Sullivan, & Wendell, 1988)? Is the validity of the analysis to be 
established through generally accepted social science practices, or those of a 
more Verstehen nature (see Jackson & Jacobs, 1983; Jackson, 1986; Jacobs, 1986; 
Smith, 1988, who refers to these as "humanistic''; and Groljahn, this issue). 
Issues of reliability in temporal variable studies of production, involving, 
for example, pauses per utterance, mostly come down to the use of the 
appropriate experimental apparatus (servochart plotters, oscillominks, cf. 
Dechert, 1980; Rowe, 1986) and are relatively uncontroversial. One issue of 
validity seems in particular more problematic. Many SL production studies 
utilize pauses in discussions of planning. In one of the more substantial of 
these, Lennon (1984) is initially quite clear about the problems of utilizing 
pauses to investigate planning, noting their "multifunctionality'' (p. 50). But he 
subsequently interprets pause lengths as directly indicative of planning, as is 
not uncommon in such studies (cf. Fathman, 1980). This was an assumption of 
early L1 production studies (e.g., Goldman-Eisler, 1958) but ignores any 
possibility that speakers can plan what they are saying as they are saying it. 
However, Mahle (1984, p. 37) is clear about the way in which interpretation of 
patterns of pausing as indicative of planning differences across different 
aspects of discourse is primarily "an assumption for which no direct evidence 
is offered here". Investigations of executive control functions (other than initial 
groundbreaking pilot studies) will in general need to provide independent 
evidence that the indicators of the cognitive processing to be probed actually 
do directly signal that process (guided retrospection being one way, for 
example). 
The general issue of task is one which SL investigators are increasingly 
sensitive to (Chaudron, 1985; Crookes, 1986; Ellis, 1987; Hulstijn, 1989), so it 
need be merely touched on here. On one hand, investigators should control for 
task, so as to be able to deal with a single discourse type. On the other, they 
should use more than one task, so as to prevent their results being attributable 
to the task itself. Ideally, we need a variety of experimental tasks whose 
characteristics are fully understood, a situation unlikely to be arrived at in the 
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immediate future (d. Chaudron, 1985). But in the absence of such guidelines, 
we have the responsibility to perceive tasks or speech elicitation procedures in 
general not merely as ways of getting our subjects to speak, but as bundles of 
largely unexamined auxiliary hypotheses, whose potential effects we must 
either investigate or attempt to control for. Ellis (1987) emphasizes controlling 
discourse type while manipulating planning11; Hulstijn (1989, p. 29) notes "it 
is necessary to distinguish between task and task requirement"-in other 
words, even within a single task, different demand conditions can result in 
widely differing language production. The importance of Ll baseline data in 
settling this point is emphasized by Kellerman, Ammerlaan, Bongaerts, & 
Poulisse (1990). In this area, then, we should look to see more studies focusing 
directly on the measurement aspects of speech production. 
6. Conclusion 
It may be that SL production research is now at the point where the field is 
ready to move from primarily descriptive research to greater use of 
experimental investigations of a more obviously hypothesis-testing, theory-
developing nature. The handful of such SL production studies (e.g., Crookes, 
1989; Ellis, 1987) are by no means immune from criticism, but such criticism is 
of the sort which can be leveled at any regular piece of educational research 12. 
Despite some reservations expressed here about earlier SL production studies, 
criticism cannot legitimately be levelled at the investigators, who usually were 
explicit about the limitations of this research. However, a standard philosophy 
11 Though having operationalized planning in terms of time he neglects to provide an 
independent check that planning took place. 
12 Space does not permit treatment of these more general issues here, though it must be 
admitted that educational research as a whole rarely meets research methodology canons in 
full. Outstanding areas of difficulty are statistical hypothesis testing procedures, notably those 
applied to contingency tables (such as those using chi-square statistics to test for goodness-of-
fit, see Sternberger, 1989); the overattention given to alpha level as compared to beta level in 
exploratory research (Cowles & Davis, 1982; Cohen, 1982; Davis & Gaito, 1984; Freiman, 
Chalmers, Smith & Kuebler, 1978; Rosenthal & Rubin, 1985; Ryan, 1985); small effect sizes 
tested with underpowered tests; and a reluctance to replicate studies (Santos, 1989; cf. Shaver 
& Norton, 1980; see also Cohen, 1977; Daley & Hexamer, 1983; Kraemer & Thiemann, 1985). 
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of social science would assume that the target of the enterprise is the 
development of explanations based on generalizations which evolve out of 
supported hypotheses. If this position is accepted, it is necessary for 
investigations to be directed to the many preliminary positions that have been 
sketched in descriptive work, and probe them more directly in a hypothesis-
testing manner. If this is done, we may expect to see SL production research 
moving from its current position of low visibility to one more consonant with 
its importance in SL learning as a whole. 
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